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BACKGROUND
Starting in the late 1950's, the Navy Electronics
oratory in San Diego, CA was involved in
opera·
the Omega Navigation System which
used Very
w Frequency(VLF) radio signals from
time-synchron
world-wide transmitters to
provide global navi
ion coverage for surface, air
and undersea usage. A
ugh responsibility for
this NAVAID was given to th
S Coast Guard in the
early 1970's, NEL and it's succe
r organizations
continued to be involved in various a
cts of the
program until it was phased out in 1997.
major
involvement was the acquisition of vast amou
of
signal-phase reception data from dozens of worldwide monitoring sites. This data - together with
the application of theoretical physics and real-world
modeling - led to the development of a computerbased phase prediction model which permitted the
Omega System to be used as a NAVAID.
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Data were recorded as continuous tracks on single
or multi-track strip chart rolls. Measurements were
either the relative phase of 2 remote signals or 1
remote signal and a stable local reference. The bulk
of the overall data was obtained at the local monitor
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sites associated with each of the 8 Omega Stations
and typically consists of the phase of 4 remote
stations at 3 different frequencies relative to the
corresponding stable local transmitter signal.
A second large volume of data was obtained at
major observatories around the world ( NBS,
USNAVOBSY, Buenos Aires, Rio De Janeiro) and
nsists of the phase of various remote signals
re tive to stable local frequency standards.
The mainder of the data was obtained at both
short
d long-term sites which typically recorded
the relat e phase of up to 4 pairs of remote stations
on 2 frequ cies but may also have some singlestation mea rements versus a local source.
Note that the 0 ga broadcast format consisted of
8 approximately 1- econd segments repeating every
10 seconds. Each s tion broadcast 4 common
frequencies and 4 inst ces of 1 unique frequency
in the 8-segment pattern. At any given time, all
stations would be broadca ing on a different
frequency with each station
ing designated by
the letters A-H representing tli position of their
lowest frequency in the 8-segme code. Omega
Station data was always for 10.2,1
and 11.33 kHz.
Observatories used these as well as ome unique
frequencies plus USNAVOBSYalso ob rved
several VLF Communications Stations.
maining
site measurements were usually only at 10. and
13.6 kHz.
The actual recorded track represents a timeaveraged value of several 1-second samples over
1 to 5-minute time constant typical of most
receivers. Normal chart speed was 1 inch/hour but
some Observatories often used 2 to 4 inch/hour
values. Phase measurements were made using
1-cycle full scale and a resolution of 0.005 to 0.01
cycle depending upon the physical size of the chart.
Observatories often converted phase into time units
and used full-scale values of about 75 to 100
microseconds. Although breaking the charts at 1
month intervals was common, there was no actual
standardization as to duration or whether charts
remained rolled or were folded flat. Single-channel
Rustrak charts typically lasted for 1 month so the
majority of the miscellaneous sites will have 8 or
more of these per month. Multi-track rolls used at
Station sites could last up to 3 months but actual
durations are not always evident on the outer
portion of rolled charts.
Note that some data sites were regularly supplying
the central processing sites with hourly extracted
readings from the charts but, except for special
studies or unusual situations, many charts were
never accessed a ain.
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Most smaller chart sizes are still in their original
boxes which may contain the only outwardly visible
labeling as to the rolls' contents. USNAVOBSY
used the boxes to record a complete inventory of
chart contents but periodic changes, etc. were so
numerous that it was beyond the scope of this effort
to translate the box notes to an an overall index for
his specific site.
SI

IFICANCE

The ~
tific importance of these records cannot
be overs ted. The workability of the Omega
System rell d upon the highly repeatable response
of the ionize
egion of the earth's atmosphere to
daily and seas al variations in solar and cosmic
ray fluxes acting orld-wide. When considering a
single-station mea$urement, the recorded signal
phase track represerl't~ a history of ionosphere
response to terrestrial
dextra-terrestrial
influences along the enti path from transmitter to
receiver. The physical par
eter being measured
is the variation in signal prop gation time along the
path and this variation can almO t always be related
to one or more geophysical cond tons or events.
Data using 2 remote signals is not
straightforward but still can be interpreted as eing
descriptive of one path or the other un r some
circumstances.
Path lengths typically ar several
mega meters and can exceed half the earth
circumference under favorable propagation
conditions.

a

Specifically, all data can be used to detect both
short and long-term solar disturbances, variations
in ground conductivity and other geophysical
phenomena. Solar disturbance warning services
routinely quoted VLF phase deviations as signs of
solar x-ray flares and/or polar region particle dumps
or aurora. Presently, there is interest in determining
if unusual VLF behavior can be related to seismic
activity and/or possible prediction. Additional uses
may include ionosphere response to global
warming and periodic shifts in the earth's magnetic
field.
An additional importance of this series of records is
that they date from a period before satellite
surveillance became commonplace and hence may
be one of the few if not the only long-term source of
this type of information.
To summarize, these data cost millions of dollars to
obtain and are invaluable and irreplaceable.
(For following item descriptions, Disposition
instructions are found on final a e.
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SSIC 3141
IONOSPHERIC DATA: OMEGA NERY LOW
FREQUENCY NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
1. CONTINUOUS RAW PHASE-DIFFERENCE
EASUREMENTS. Strip chart recordings of the
r tive phase of 2 Omega Station signals observed
at
rious fixed site monitors distributed worldwide.
Gene'tally non-textual records with textual notes.
a. Abso te Phase. Measurements of remote
Omega sig Is relative to a stable local reference
signal.
(1) Omega Statl n Monitors. Typically 2 sets of
multi-track recordin s of 4 remote stations on 3
frequencies relative t he corresponding stable
reference signal from th local transmitter (6-track
charts). 8-track charts us
in latter years added
signal quality information fo 1 frequency for up to 4
stations. Chart speed is 1 inc hour and charts may
be 1 to 3-month rolls or folded a 12-hour intervals
Although detailed documentation ormally is
included on each day, rolled charts
ry as to the
amount of outwardly visible informatio available
for content identification. Time period c yered is
generally from 1974 to 1988.
(2) National Observatory and Miscellaneous ites.
Sites possessing highly stable frequency standa s
typically recorded several Omega signals relative
a local reference at 10.2 and/or 13.6 kHz. The US
Naval Observatory also observed Omega unique
frequencies and several major VLF Communications
stations(GBR,NAA,NSS,NLK, etc.}. Charts typically
were 1-month rolls but chart speeds varied from 1 to
4 inches/hour and could be single or multi-track
recordings. Time period covered is generally as
above except that USNABOBSY data extends back
to 1966.

L-

b. Relative Phase. Measurements of 2 remote
Omega signals which, except in the case of
potential mis-tracking due to local-oscillator
frequency error, are basically independent of the
local monitoring arrangement. The majority of
these recordings were made at the approximately
2-dozen miscellaneous sites installed throughout
the world for varying periods. Many sites were
installed specifically to support the Omega System
Validation efforts of 1977 to 1987 and may have
been active for only a few years. Recordings
typically were made on 2-inch wide single-track
charts and included up to 6 different stations as 4
~~a~i~rs~0~n~1~0~.2~a~n~d~13~.~6~k~H=z~.~C~h~a~rt~s~e~e=d~w~a~s~
~
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1 inch/hour and charts could be rolled(most in
labeled boxes) or folded flat at 6 to 12-hour
intervals. Time period generally covers 1973-1987
but may be less than 1 year at some sites.
2. PERIODIC RAW PHASE-DIFFERENCE
MEASUREMENTS. Standard computer text files of
~ourly extracted phase measurements. Starting in
tne late 1980's, automated receivers and analog
tap'e cassette recording systems replaced the older
moni ring systems at most sites. Although
stripch
s still were maintained at the main Station
monitors, ites were no longer required to forward
them to a c tral processing site but instead
provided hou
extracted readings on tape. These
raw tapes were formatted from the original7-line
teletype format to readable columnar version,
sorted into monthly locks and stored on Compact
Disk as ASCII text file
All data is for 10.2,11.33
and 13.6 kHz and consi of 7 remote and 1 locally
injected antenna calibrati
signals per frequency
all relative to the receiver in rnal oscillator. Signal
quality numbers roughly equi lent to a -40 to +40
Signal-to-Noise Ratio also were corded.
a. Omega Station Monitors. Refo atting included
the subtraction of the local transmitte
ignal from
all remote channels to produce the sam Absolute
Phase data as in (1a) above.
b. Miscellaneous Sites. Similar to (a) above
except that there was no inherently stable local
signal and all data was left for the user to combin
into specific pairs as desired. For sites that may
have been using a stable frequency standard as the
local oscillator, data represents the Absolute Phase
Variation for remote stations. Time period covered
by both (a) and (b) generally is from 1989 to 1997
with the Omega Station Monitor data being the most
continuous.
3. PROCESSED PHASE/AMPLITUDE/SNR DATA
SUMMARIES. Published or unpublished textual
summaries that typically display one or more of the
following:
a. 24-hour by 31-day tabulations of observed
readings-possibly flagged for the occurrence of
ionospheric disturbances,outages,etc.-and various
statistics for hourly, day, night or overall behavior.
b. 24-hour plots of weekly, bi-weekly or monthly
average behavior plus predicted values when
available and appropriate.
Summaries available throughout 1966-1997 period.
115-109
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4. OMEGA VALIDATION DATA FILES and/or PLOTS.
For the years 1977-1990, various forms of Omega
signal amplitude data were collected at numerous
ground sites and aboard in-flight aircraft throughout
the oceanic areas of the world.
a. Signal Amplitude vs. Time and Distance for
pproximately 200 aircraft flights during the 8
VcH~dationperiods. Since most flights were
designed to approximate radials to or from one or
more b:ansmitters of interest, the data represent an
approxitnate 'snapshot' of the ionosphere during
the flight
riods. In many cases, multiple
frequencies
ere available from several stations on
each flight.
b. Statistical Su
Plots of weekly amplitude
behavior at several
ound monitors already in or
specifically set up for ach Validation. These
normally include 10.2 an 13.6 kHz and also 11.33
kHz for the later years.
c. Computer Data Files for a data types including
Omega/INS/GPS navigation com arisons for the
tests of 1986-7.
d. Flight Itineraries and Course Map
5. SPECIAL TEST DATA.
a. Mostly non-textual records from various t ts
to investigate near-field behavior, underwater
reception and the precise time-dissemination
capabilities of Omega, and absolute phase stability
of VLF Communications Stations in the arctic.
b. Various published and/or non-published
documents related to miscellaneous tests and
including data plots or summaries similar to
those described in 1 to 4 above.
DISPOSITION. All records to be considered
Permanent and intended for immediate transfer to
NARA.
Note: Non textural records comprise 95% of
total material and amount to approximately 150 to
175 cubic feet. Textural records are about 10 cubic
feet.
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